How to build a direct-toconsumer proposition

–
A step-by-step approach that we’ve used
with clients to help build direct-toconsumer propositions

FMCG and CPG brands have, until relatively recently, sold the majority of their products through third party retail channels. However,
slowing growth in key markets, shifting consumer behaviours and more agile digital competition is making them consider new direct-toconsumer models. And the benefits of a new direct-to-consumer model are obvious - a direct relationship opens up a range of new business
models and the data generated helps brands understand more about their consumers and better serve their needs.
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How do you develop a direct
to consumer proposition?
But this is relatively uncharted territory for many FMCG and CPG brands. And
while there’s been some big successes from innovators like Dollar Shave Club,
there’s no clear model or process for building these new direct-to-consumer
propositions in the way that brands were built in traditional retail channels. As a
consequence brands are experimenting with new approaches and models. But what
are the options? And which ones work best?
Which approaches are right? Which technologies should be used in which
situations? And what’s the best overall approach to innovating with new interfaces
like voice and gesture?

A step-by-step approach
We’ve developed direct-to-consumer
propositions for FMCG and CPG clients, and in
this article we look at some of the key principles
and models that underpin successful direct-toconsumer propositions.

1.

Put people first

2. Consider the product
3. Select the right channel
4. Diﬀerentiate your business model
5. Adopt a Test & Learn approach

1. Put people first
It’s vital that you spend time understanding what customers
want before developing a direct-to-consumer model. It’s
dangerous to assume that going direct-to-consumer is as
simple as developing a new channel to deliver the same
product to the same audience.

And while some direct-to-consumer propositions appeal to
existing audiences with existing products, many have
succeeded because they’ve appealed to new or underserved
audiences. It’s important to spend time at the beginning of a
project really understanding the pain points and challenges
audiences face.

This will help define new opportunities that will in turn
inform choices about product and channel.

2. Consider the product
And the same applies for the product. Trying to go direct with
existing products can be a mistake. It’s important to consider the
new types of product and that might appeal to your new
audience, for example:
Is it the right size? Letterbox-friendly products are often
important for direct-to-consumer propositions who don’t want to
deal with the hassle of dealing with missed deliveries.
Maybe it’s more premium? Limited editions can build buzz on
digital channels that help with the broader position of the brand.
And it’s important to think about the direct-to-consumer
proposition as part of a wider product strategy. Is the immediate
focus revenue, or is it about extending your brand to a new hardto-reach audience?

3. Select the right channel
Considering how any new channel works with your existing
channels is vital. The assumption is often that it’s as simple
as setting up an e-commerce site. However, how does that
relate to your existing e-commerce properties and social
media presences?
Lots of direct-to-consumer proposition have very tight links
with social media content on platforms like Instagram. After
all it might be a lot easier to build a new fulfilment platform
than it is to build an audience on the types if channels
favoured by your new audience.

4. Diﬀerentiate your business model
One of the common mistakes of going direct-to-consumer is to
simply copy a model from an existing and successful business,
e.g subscription. Assuming that what worked for someone else
will work for your audience can be dangerous. Subscription
models can be attractive on paper, but does your audience
really want to buy your product on subscription?
There are a range of diﬀerent models that can help add value
to a direct-to-consumer proposition.
It’s also worth saying that most of the real world examples we
explore below combine two or more of these models to build
the overall proposition.

Six diﬀerent models

We’ve picked six different types of models that can add value to a direct-toconsumer proposition. Some propositions focus on one model, many
combine several approaches.

Subscription

Premiumisation

Personalisation

Aggregation

Content

Simplification

Subscription
Dollar Shave Club is perhaps the most cited and
successful direct-to-consumer model. As a consequence
subscription models have been emulated widely, and the
recurring revenues of a subscription model always look
attractive on a balance sheet. However, it’s by no means
the only direct to-consumer model, and there are many
products that customers will not want to buy on
subscription.
If you’re considering a subscription model you have to
very sure that it’s something that people want to buy this
way. Is it something people use in a predictable way or is
it something that’s likely to end piling up in customers
cupboards? Does it easily fit through a letter box?

Aggregation
Aggregation is another much emulated direct-to-consumer
model. It comes in several forms, from simple collections
like Birchbox and Ipsy to more complex forms with greater
added value, e.g. Blue Apron, where the recipe and the
ingredients are aggregated in one place.
However, it too has weaknesses, in particular it can be hard
to ensure that all items add value to the proposition - there’s
nothing worse than getting a bundle of goods where two
are three are useful, but the rest are uninteresting.
In addition, Birchbox, which was one of the first and
certainly best know of the direct-to-consumer aggregators,
only made a profit for the first time in 2017, after several
years of posting losses.

Content
Over the last four or five years content and commerce have become
much more closely linked. With content driving traffic for ecommerce owners and publishers looking to monetise their content.
Eric Ashman from Thrillist believes that this trend is only going to
become more important - ”we’re all seeing the ongoing collapse of
what was once a gulf between content and commerce, and all the
evidence I see says that will only continue."
And lots of successful direct-to-consumer models have used
content to build their proposition. For example, beauty blogger
Emily Weiss built a large following for her blog Into the Gloss. The
next logical step for her was to launch her own direct to consumer
cosmetics brand Glossier. The proposition is really targeted, with a
few well chosen lines with aﬀordable price points that work for the
audience that engages with her content.

Premiumisation
It was often thought in the early days of e-commerce that the
web was a less premium channel than, for example
Creating a more premium product that’s only available to
digital consumers is a good way of diﬀerentiating. This is in
part because the Internet allows for easier discovery for more
niche products - there are none of the constraints that stores
have about inventory. Customers actively seek out new and
interesting ranges using search and social. And the digital
channels allow access for a range of
There are a number of ways to do this, e.g. The Fifth is an
Australian direct to consumer watch maker and retailer. Most
of its products are available for any one to buy. However, on
the 5th of every month they release a new limited edition
model that sells for a premium.

Simplification
Simplifying a complex product or user journey, rather
than adding content or service to the proposition, can
be a very eﬀective way of creating a direct-to-consumer
proposition.
Stowaway cosmetics a good example. is the brainchild
of Julie Fredrickson and Chelsea Crowley. They’re
proposition focuses on ‘right sized’ cosmetics because
they realised that lots of women can’t fit fit their
favourite cosmetics in their handbags, or indeed use
them by their end date. Stowaway is also a good
example of putting the customer first - identifying and
solving real customer problems.

Personalisation
Personalised experiences have been growing in importance over
the last twenty years. Driven by increased wealth and a more
individualistic culture which increasingly values personal
experiences and products over homogenous mass market
oﬀerings available to everyone. Active Personalisation, e.g. the
ability for customers to personalise products or services by
customising them themselves, e.g. adding a name to Coke bottle,
or customising a pair of Nike shoes.

Services like Bear Naked Custom Granola oﬀer users the
opportunity to create their own personalised granola mixes.
Combined with a subscription model this builds a very loyal user
base. One word of warning however, while users often claim they
appreciate the ability to personalise products and services and
would like more of it, the truth is that few of them are willing to
invest the time or eﬀort to actually do so.

5. Test and Learn
Direct-to-consumer propositions come with risk. However, if you
take a lean test-and-learn approach you can help increase the
likelihood of product market fit and minimise risk. There are several
steps you can take:
Proposition Testing
We work with customers to develop propositions and then test
them on platforms like Facebook.
Prototyping
If those tests work then we make simple prototypes and test them
with users to further validate our approach.
Minimal Viable Product (MVP)
From there we develop the most successful propositions into an
MVP that we beta test.
Launch and Scale Product
Which can be then iterated and scaled to launch.
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